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" Freeman321 4 DAYS AGO

Prices are not near their peak in real terms when you take into account inflation and the depreciating £. 

# Recommend $ Reply % Share & Report

" Mikhail 4 DAYS AGO

There are couple of streets which are nice but beyond that it's depressing, sorry.

# Recommend 5 $ Reply % Share & Report

" Right Whinger 4 DAYS AGO

$ In reply to Mikhail

Agreed. Little Venice is rubbish. The canal is nice but I'm always disappointed when I make the walk

along it into the West because the leafy canal-side beauty soon gives way to general London sludge.

# Recommend 1 $ Reply % Share & Report

" The Banker 4 DAYS AGO (Edited)

I do follow Maida Vale prices closely. Besides the super premium market which goes beyond my radar, time to

sale is much longer and house prices are declining. That is caused by 3 factors: interest rates increase

affecting affordability ratios, new WFH practices, general BREXIT impact on European demography.

# Recommend 2 $ Reply % Share & Report

" Rico 4 DAYS AGO

$ In reply to The Banker

Probably a good thing for prices to become more affordable then

# Recommend 1 $ Reply % Share & Report

" Orbital 4 DAYS AGO

The Westway gives faster access to the countryside (Chilterns, beautiful Thameside villages - Bray, Wargrave,

Henley) than anywhere else on Zone 1/2 borders. Ditto speed to Mayfair/Soho/City/Canary Wharf via Crossrail.

Great cycling along the canal. 

Restaurants - The Summerhouse for romantic canalside brunches, also Clifton Nurseries. Sushi Murasaki is

excellent, as is Daniela’s for local authentic Italian.

And if it’s pubs you want, The Hero of Maida is a great gastropub, Warwick Arms a fab local boozer, The

Waterway and Warrington for summer/winter sessions with pals.

Harbour Club, Paddington Tennis Club and the running track/cricket pitch/playground Paddington Rec are all

a few mins walk.

I’ve lived in the area 16 years, first single then with a young family and you can’t beat it for access and quality

of life.

# Recommend 8 $ Reply % Share & Report

" NW3doc 4 DAYS AGO

Hate to be the pedant, but if the couple at the start of the article overlook Paddington Rec as you say, then

they live in Maida Vale, not Little Venice.

# Recommend 23 $ Reply % Share & Report

" 76543 4 DAYS AGO

$ In reply to NW3doc

True, it means they are well north of Sutherland Avenue (Elgin Avenue even) which the article itself

defines as the Northern border of Little Venice... although having lived in the area for near a decade, it

is not clearly defined where Little Venice ends and Maida Vale begins. 

# Recommend 6 $ Reply % Share & Report

" Rico 4 DAYS AGO

$ In reply to 76543

I always thought Little Venice was in Maida Vale, didn't realise it isn't!

# Recommend 5 $ Reply % Share & Report

" Orbital 3 DAYS AGO

$ In reply to Rico

I think it is for most people. Most would say broad Maida Vale is W9 postcode, then

Little Venice is a part at the south end. Some define W9 mainly Maida Vale + Maida Hill.

Then a bit to the far north you might call Kilburn Park. LV definition is slightly

complicated by part of the canal being between W9 and W2 boundaries. Main tube

stations are Warwick Ave (as in the song) and Maida Vale.

If you want to be very precise and avoid debate then I think no one would dispute that

Little Venice is the bit around Browning’s Pool where the 3 canals - Regent’s Canal,

Grand Union Canal and Paddington Arm going to Paddington Basin, all meet.
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" Le marquis Zorro 4 DAYS AGO

Mmmm. Little Venice is a bit like Pimlico, one of those areas that was always going to be the next big thing ,

but never was. It is a bit on the road to nowhere.

Lovely architecture, some beautiful houses in Clifton Villas and Blomfield Road, but a little dull and soulless. I

don't think there is a single decent restaurant in the whole area. But the two biggest problems are the

avalanche of council and local authority housing seconds away from your £7 million house and the fact that to

get there you either have to negotiate the Edgware Road, central London's most depressing street everyday

of your life or that urban sprawl of roundabouts and underpasses that traverse the Westway either of which is

depressing enough on a good day but shudderingly grim on a bad day.
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" MGSLondon 4 DAYS AGO

$ In reply to Le marquis Zorro

We have two great Persian restaurants, Kateh and Chelo, and a good local pizza restaurant, Red

Pepper. But other than that, agree we could do with more and better restaurants…
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" Ralph 4 DAYS AGO

$ In reply to MGSLondon

Red Pepper is a great neighbourhood restaurant!
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" Captain Sensible 2 DAYS AGO

$ In reply to MGSLondon

I got a take-away pizza there recently. It was awful.
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" Rico 4 DAYS AGO

$ In reply to Le marquis Zorro

Agree there is no good restaurants. The Waterway is nice but average food. Clifton road seems to

have lost a lot of it's restaurants too. You are also frighteningly close to Kilburn which is like a

warzone/third world.
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" Markdoc 4 DAYS AGO

$ In reply to Rico

We visited friends in London two weeks ago and walked through this area along the canal,

which was lovely with the good weather. One of those friends, now in private practice, used to

work for a NHS psychiatric service serving Kilburn - we walked past her old offices, in fact,

which were rather grim. Calling it a warzone's a bit harsh, but her comment was "It was bad.

You really can't know how bad it was."
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" Rico 4 DAYS AGO

$ In reply to Markdoc

Perhaps a little harsh, but the stories i've heard - not a place you'd want to walk

through on your own, even in the day! (And i now live in Liverpool)

# Recommend 2 $ Reply % Share & Report

Markdoc 4 DAYS AGO

$ In reply to Rico

We did walk through the area without any qualms - our friend was showing us

where she used to work, and during the day there's no real problems. Amazingly,

Kilburn (at least East Kilburn) is showing the first few green shoots of

gentrification. It's got a few more highrises, but the overall feel isn't that different

from what the area around Henry street used to be like 10-15 years ago.
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$h!nobi 3 DAYS AGO

$ In reply to Markdoc

Clearly written by people that don’t know London very well. I can assure you, you

won’t have any problems walking around this area, despite it looking a bit scruffy.
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Rico 3 DAYS AGO

$ In reply to $h!nobi

I lived in London for 7 years and Maida Vale for one of those
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" Porch Seller 4 DAYS AGO

$ In reply to Le marquis Zorro

Edgware Road is fantastic, if only more of central London were like it we might have a liveable

populated zone 1

# Recommend 2 $ Reply % Share & Report

" PastelSunrise 4 DAYS AGO

$ In reply to Porch Seller

Wouldn’t call it fantastic, more fascinating, in that it’s a road that has developed to service one

single community - the non-Gulf Arabs. Best Lebanese food in London, and the place for

Arabic produce and fresh baklava. Not pretty, and I can get why some would get freaked out

(though that says more about them than Edgware Road itself).
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" Le marquis Zorro 4 DAYS AGO

$ In reply to PastelSunrise

I had assumed the previous commentator was being ironic. Edgware Road is just sordid.

I am sure many things can be arranged there, none of them remotely legal, and some

which where you would never fully see the light of day again.
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PastelSunrise 3 DAYS AGO

$ In reply to Le marquis Zorro

I think that’s a bit xenophobic mate.
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Le marquis Zorro 3 DAYS AGO (Edited)

$ In reply to PastelSunrise

No, it’s just the reality.
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" Orbital 3 DAYS AGO

$ In reply to PastelSunrise

Ranoush Juice / Maroush shawarma to die for! Grew up around Edgware Rd and would

move back in a heartbeat - unaffordable now!
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" 15peter20 4 DAYS AGO

$ In reply to Le marquis Zorro

No Waitrose also
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" Orbital 3 DAYS AGO

$ In reply to 15peter20

Two within short distance - one in Edgware Rd and one in Bayswater. Both walkable.
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" Curie 4 DAYS AGO

$ In reply to Le marquis Zorro

Wherever you are in London you're never far away from an "undesirable area". This is the reason I love

London so much. It means young people just starting out in their career can afford to live in central

London. Compare with Paris where only wealthy elderly can afford to live in the centre of that city. 
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" The Old Viking of South Ken 4 DAYS AGO

$ In reply to Curie

I would rather not live in London than live in an undesirable area. Maida Vale is quiet and leafy

but too close to rubbish council estates. That obviously drives prices down and for good

reason.
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" Curie 3 DAYS AGO

$ In reply to The Old Viking of South Ken

"Undesirable area"

London is, I believe, deliberately designed that way and this is what makes it is such a

dynamic city, not a dead pretty city like Paris. Hoxton, Shoreditch, Spitalfields and even

Notting Hill were once "undesirable areas". 

Notting Hill still has a lot of stock belonging to Peabody Trust and it's not unusual to

find millionaires living next door to florists, I know this for certain.
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Liz Rowlinson AUGUST 23 2022

Receive free UK prime property updates

We’ll send you a myFT Daily Digest email rounding up the latest UK prime property news every morning.

Interior designer Ed O’Donnell and his partner JP fell in love with Little
Venice, in west London, while housesitting for a friend. In July they sold their
two-bedroom Victorian worker’s cottage in Brixton, south London, and moved
to a large two-bedroom flat with two balconies in a mansion block overlooking
the plane trees and tennis courts of Paddington Recreation Ground.

“Brixton is hectic and intense and we wanted somewhere calmer,” says
O’Donnell. “We feel like we are on holiday here with all the towpath cafés and
pubs, and water taxis to Camden. It’s much better connected to central London
yet feels far less urban.”

Where the Grand Union Canal meets the Regent’s Canal, Little Venice is sought
after for its pretty rows of Regency-style stucco houses with views over
coloured narrowboats on the waters below. Proximity to central London —
Paddington is a 15-minute walk along the Grand Union Canal — is a draw,
especially since the Elizabeth Line has opened, with a 17-minute ride to
Canary Wharf.

Although the area is small — bordered by Sutherland Avenue to the north, the
A5 to the east and the water to the south and west — a handful of streets offer
the sort of properties that persuaded buyers to pay record prices per sq ft this
summer.

Between June and August, a five-bedroom stucco townhouse on Warwick
Avenue, backing on to the communal Little Venice Gardens, sold for its asking
price of £13.95mn, or £2,858 per sq ft, beating the previous record of £2,618 in
2016. And on Randolph Road, a garden-backed five-bedroom house sold for
£10.5mn, or £2,742 per sq ft. A canal-fronted three-bedroom house on Maida
Avenue also sold for £8,888,888, or £2,550 per sq ft, to a feng shui devotee.

A four-bedroom flat on Randolph Road, £8.5mn

“Most buyers cross over from Notting Hill because they are priced out, or are
upsizing [locally],” says Rosy Khalastchy of Beauchamp Estates, who
introduced the buyers to Ian Green Residential, sole agent on the Warwick
Avenue sale. “I showed them 25 other properties in this part of London but the
main attraction of that home was the communal garden.”

Buying agent Jo Eccles says a younger demographic of fintech entrepreneurs is
moving in, despite the lack of upscale restaurants and shops they might find in
Notting Hill or Marylebone. “Five years ago, buyers looking to upsize from
Notting Hill or other parts of west London would typically say they wanted St
John’s Wood but now they say they want St John’s Wood or Little Venice.” 

Although Eccles says the demand for a small number of unique houses has
widened, not everything sells quickly — musician Noel Gallagher’s house sold
in 2020 after four years on the market and a price reduction of more than
£3.5mn, and three properties currently listed for between £5mn and £12.95mn
on Rightmove have had their prices reduced in the past six weeks.

Paddle boarding on the Grand Union Canal © Amer Ghazzal/Alamy

Recent reductions may reflect the growing uncertainty around the economy
and cost of living. But Ian Green of Ian Green Residential, who was also
involved in the Maida Avenue sale, insists the best homes are still selling.
“Record sales do not correlate with rising interest rates,” Green says. At this
price level, the rising cost of borrowing “isn’t being felt — yet,” he adds.

The area’s small size makes average property price data very spiky, but per sq
ft, values for both flats and houses have been rising over the past two years (up
to £1,257 and 1,597 respectively, according to LonRes) — though neither are as
high as they were in 2014.

The streets offering communal garden access tend to be most in demand but
Blomfield Road, where some houses were built shortly after the Regent’s Canal
was completed in 1820, has some of the grandest homes that rarely come up
for sale. Marc Schneiderman of Arlington Residential says the best
architecturally are on the stretch between Warwick Avenue and Randolph
Road. A seven-bedroom detached house sold in 2017 for £12.25mn [the
previous record] but houses at the A5 end are smaller — a four-bedroom
townhouse sold for £2.5mn last year.

Among the homeowners who have remained in the area for many years is
fashion photographer John Bishop, who moved to Randolph Road from
Notting Hill in 1974. “It was a rundown area,” he says. “But we loved the wide,
leafy avenues and classic, high-ceilinged houses and we saw the potential. This
street is still quieter and with less traffic [than Warwick Road] and the whole
area has retained its charm.” A handful of good independent shops are on
Clifton Road but it could do with a Marks and Spencer, he says.

Renters will struggle to find a house in the area, says Melina Karagianni,
lettings manager at Marsh & Parsons Little Venice. “We hardly ever have
houses to rent, but there are a number of four or five-bedroom flats.”

Cunningham Court, a mansion block on Blomfield Road, is popular with
renters, as is Aubrey House on the other side of the Regent’s Canal. She says
that 85 per cent of lets are going for over asking, with what she calls an
“average” two-bedroom period flat that would have rented for between £450-
£500 per week pre-pandemic, now going for between £550-£650. A
comparable one in Notting Hill is £600-£700.

The demand for flats to buy is not as strong as for rentals, and Ed O’Donnell
says he got his mansion block flat for “a good price”: “We paid £50,000 less
than the asking and did well on our house sale so it seems opportune timing.” 

What you can buy . . . 
Two-bedroom flat, £1.075mn

A two-bedroom, ground-floor flat in a Victorian building on the border of Little Venice. The
property, which measures 994 sq ft, is a short walk from Maida Vale Tube station. Available with
Marsh and Parsons.

Four-bedroom flat, £8.5mn

A freehold, four-bedroom flat in a white stucco, Grade II-listed building on Randolph Road. The
property, which measures 2,584 sq ft, is available through Winkworth.

Buying guide

Find out about our latest stories first — follow @FTProperty on Twitter or
@ft_houseandhome on Instagram

A picture in this article has been changed since it was first published

Get alerts on UK prime property when a new story is published Get alerts

Sign upEnter your email address
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Paddington station, with access to mainline rail, Heathrow Express and the Elizabeth Line, is a
15-minute walk from Little Venice. The Bakerloo Line Tube also serves Warwick Avenue and
Maida Vale stations.

•

So far this year, 62 per cent of sales have been houses — the highest proportion since 2017 —
with an average price of £4.12mn, or £1,597 per sq ft, according to LonRes.

•
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" Rico 3 DAYS AGO

$ In reply to Curie

I'd say South Ken is perfectly insulated to be honest. You're cushioned from most riff raff
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" Curie 3 DAYS AGO

$ In reply to Rico

Insulated is not always a good thing. I have taken my kids to activities at the V&A

where around 90% of the families attending these activities have spoken French the

whole way through. I'd much rather have diversity.
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Rico 3 DAYS AGO

$ In reply to Curie

I lived there for 5 years i'd say the area is quite diverse - arabs/many europeans -

scandies, italians, spanish. It could be owing to the French school why there was so

many French peoplea round?
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" Ralph 4 DAYS AGO

$ In reply to Le marquis Zorro

The Harrow Road comes a close second…

# Recommend $ Reply % Share & Report

" Der Augenzeuge 4 DAYS AGO

Does Ian Green have anything for £150 grand ?

Asking for Ron in The White Stag, Stoke

# Recommend 11 $ Reply % Share & Report

" PastelSunrise 4 DAYS AGO

Pretty area if a bit in-between. 

Infinitely nicer locale and residents than the malignant narcissism of St. John’s Wood. 

# Recommend 2 $ Reply % Share & Report

" Dulcinea 5 DAYS AGO

The Elizabeth line is quite a positive for Little Venice. Even with a wheeled suitcase in tow it is a 5-10 minute

walk from Paddington Station to Blomfield Road.
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" Orbital 4 DAYS AGO

$ In reply to Dulcinea

So easy and smooth! Commute in air conditioned comfort to the City, Whitechapel or Canary Wharf in

10/15 mins. One stop to Bond St. 

Can’t do that from St Johns Wood or Notting Hill.
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" Mikhail 4 DAYS AGO

$ In reply to Orbital

Thank God.
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" ShortSelling 5 DAYS AGO

Love Little Venice. Charming area. Near to almost everything. Used to live there before Brexit ;)
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" Rico 4 DAYS AGO

$ In reply to ShortSelling

Did you get relocated for your job or didn't apply for the right working permit in time?

# Recommend 1 $ Reply % Share & Report

" Superfluous 5 DAYS AGO

Between June and August, a five-bedroom stucco townhouse on Warwick Avenue, backing on to the communal Little

Venice Gardens, sold for its asking price of £13.95mn, or £2,858 per sq ft, beating the previous record of £2,618 in 2016.

We feel like we are on holiday here with all the towpath cafés and pubs, and water taxis to Camden

I paid €215 per square foot for my new gaff (4 bed, 4 bath), on a Mediterranean island, where when I go to the

cafes and pubs I meet people who are actually on holiday.

London prices are nuts.
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" Edith James 5 DAYS AGO

$ In reply to Superfluous

People don't believe me when I tell them housing prices in central London are 2-3x midtown

Manhattan. I owned a lovely two bedroom pre-war co-op located two blocks from Central Park w/ full-

time doormen before moving to London. Not Park Avenue, but nice enough. It sold for around USD

1,200 per square foot. I'm still in shock over London prices.
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" Paulshk 4 DAYS AGO

$ In reply to Edith James

Come to HK…

# Recommend 3 $ Reply % Share & Report

" fish 4 DAYS AGO

$ In reply to Edith James

But with all due respect midtown Manhattan now is a desolate dump

# Recommend 3 $ Reply % Share & Report
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